Replaceable striking plate
made of durable nylon
(Available as an accessory).

Holster made from extra
durable PP plastic. Holes for
better ventilation and easier
identiﬁcation of size. Can be
attached to a belt, pocket or
a button.

Continuous I-beam forged in one piece for
extremely high breaking capacity and impact
resistance and for better transfer of power into
the object being worked on.
Santoprene handle for
perfect grip and precision.

The oval shape of the
handle makes it easier to
remove material.

The entire chisel can be placed ﬂat against the
work surface, meaning that the material can be
removed without damaging the underlying surface.

Blade made from doubletempered high-quality steel,
perfectly sharpened into a 25°
angle for optimum balance
between sharpness and durability.

SHARP, RELIABLE
AND ALWAYS ON HAND.
We decided immediately: our new range of chisels
should offer just what professional craftsmen actually
need. But we didn’t stop there. When we developed our
different chisels, we went further than that.
The result was not only a series of award-winning chisels
that can be likened to handy and durable all-purpose

tools, it was also a brand new series of high quality
chisels with a unique design and function. We also
decided to develop a brand new type of smart holster
that means you can have one or more chisels close by
at all times.

EDC CHISELS
When we observed craftsmen at work, it quickly became
apparent that they needed a chisel that is easy to carry and
can be used for various types of work. This led to Hultafors’
EDC chisels – handy chisels with durable blades and sturdy
handles that can withstand strong blows from a hammer.
The chisels immediately set a new standard and have been
awarded both the Red Dot Design Award and the iF Product
Design Award.
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Skissbild
HDC

HDC CHISELS
In our survey, many craftsmen also called for extremely high
quality chisels, which were previously absent from the market.
We took them at their word and developed the Hultafors HDC
Chisel – a unique chisel with a uniform steel construction,
forged in a single piece. A highly robust, sharp and durable
chisel for craftsmen who want something extra in terms of
strength, function and precision.

Chisel HDC
Chisels with perfect precision, sharp, heavy duty, and always close at hand. They are ready for tasks
requiring extreme strength and precision. A perfect ground blade, bevelled at 25° for the best possible
ratio of sharpness and durability. The entire chisel including the handle can be positioned ﬂat against
the surface for more uses. Smart holster made from durable PP plastic for increased accessibility, the
holster can easily be attached to a belt or on a button.
tForged in one piece with an I-beam for extreme durability and to maximize the
force transmission down to the work piece.
tFlat contact surface gives an increased number of applications.
tSantoprene handle, optimized for both power and precision.
tSmart holster for increased availability.
tReplaceable nylon striker available as spare part.

Ref. no.

Model

Blade width

Total length

Spare striker

Qty/pack

390263

HDC 20

20 mm

265 mm

390299

2

390273

HDC 25

25 mm

265 mm

390299

2

390283

HDC 32

32 mm

265 mm

390299

2

390293

HDC 40

40 mm

265 mm

390299

2
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Heavy-duty handle for
ard hammer blows,
made of ﬁbreglass
reinforced PP-plastic.

Oval shape to
facilitate twisting”
away material.

Blade tangs with barbs
to prevent the blade
from being forced inside
the handle.

Rust protected by
Electrophoretic
deposition (EPD).

chisels

Maximum sharpness
with hard-wearing
durability.

High-quality Japanese
steel blade.

Chisel EDC
An everyday chisel, sharp, reliable and always at hand. Ready for tough precision and all-round
use, from adjusting and ﬁtting to prying and demolishing. Perfectly sharpened high-quality
Japanese steel blade with heavy-duty handle designed for hard hammer blows. Smart holster
with a clip for easy access at all times.
tHigh-quality Japanese steel blade.
tRust protected by Electrophoretic deposition (EPD).
tHeavy-duty handle.
tSmart holster for protection and easy access.

Ref. no.

Model

Blade width

Total length

390013

EDC 6

6 mm

232 mm

5

390023

EDC 10

10 mm

232 mm

5

Qty/pack

390033

EDC 12

12 mm

232 mm

5

390043

EDC 16

16 mm

232 mm

5

390053

EDC 18

18 mm

232 mm

5

390063

EDC 20

20 mm

232 mm

5

390073

EDC 25

25 mm

232 mm

5

390083

EDC 32

32 mm

232 mm

5
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Unique 3-chisel holder
made from hard-wearing
leather.

Smart holster for
protection and easy
access.

No sharp corners on the
blade to facilitate handling.
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IGC d22 a curved
chisel, sharpened on
the inside, giving a
perfect 11mm radius.

Incannel Gouge IGC
A curved chisel, sharpened on the inside, giving a perfect 11mm radius in one stroke. Sharp,
reliable and always at hand when installing lock cases and hinges in wooden doors. The gouge
features a high-quality Japanese steel blade, rust protected by Electrophoretic deposition
(EPD). Heavy-duty handle designed to withstand repeated hammer blows.
tPerfect when installing locks and hinges.
tHigh-quality Japanese steel blade.
tHeavy-duty handle.
tSmart holster for easy access at all time.

Ref. no.

Model

Radius

Total length

Qty/pack

390133

IGC d22

11 mm

232 mm

5

Outcannel Gouge OGC
A curved chisel, sharpened on the outside, giving a perfect 8mm radius in one stroke.
Sharp, reliable and always at hand, perfect for making cable ditches. The gouge features a
high-quality Japanese steel blade with a heavy-duty handle designed to withstand repeated
hammer blows.
tPerfect for making cable ditches.
tHigh-quality Japanese steel blade.
tHeavy-duty handle.

Ref. no.

Model

Radius

Total length

Qty/pack

390123

OGC r8

8 mm

232 mm

5
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tSmart holster for easy access at all time.

Chisel EDC & Craftsmen’s knife HVK in a double holster
The Chisel EDC 25mm and Craftsmen’s knife HVK form the perfect combination, in an easily accessible
double holster, made from impact-resistant PP plastic, joined by rivets and hardwearing leather.
Japanese steel blades with heavy-duty handles designed to withstand repeated hammer blows.
tEasy access and always at hand.
tHigh-quality Japanese steel blade.
tHeavy-duty handle.
tImpact-resistant PP plastic and hardwearing leather.

Ref. no.

Model

Total length

Qty/pack

391073

EDC 25 & HVK

232/208 mm

5

Chisel Holder CH
Gather your favourite chisel sizes in a unique 3-chisel holder. Makes it easy to keep your
chisels together, especially in the tool bag. Made from hardwearing leather. The holder can
also be used on a belt or button. (Chisels not included).
tKeep your chisels together.
tMade from hardwearing leather.

Ref. no.

Model

390003

CH 3

Qty/pack
5
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